Gun violence is a uniquely American problem—and it’s only getting worse. More than 45,000 Americans died from gun violence in 2020. Yet some of the highest levels of gun violence occur not in the 50 states, but in two US territories: Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands (USVI).

**Much of this gun violence is fueled by firearms trafficked in from states with weak gun laws. We must take immediate action to address the gun violence epidemic in these territories.**

**US VIRGIN ISLANDS**

**State of Gun Violence**
In 2016, the gun homicide rate in the USVI was nearly three times that of the highest state, Louisiana.

**Trafficking**
In the USVI, legal guns are bought and sold at among the lowest rates of all states and territories. Yet in 2020, the USVI was the second leading importer of firearms recovered by law enforcement. The states that traffic most firearms into the USVI are Florida, Georgia, and Texas, all of which have lax gun laws.

**Gun Laws**
The US Virgins Islands require residents to obtain a license through the police commissioner in order to possess a firearm or ammunition. While licensing schemes have proven effective in the few US states that have them, the policies in the USVI are severely undermined by high rates of gun trafficking.
Gun Laws
Residents are required to obtain a permit to purchase, possess, carry, or operate firearms and ammunition. In 2020, the NRA lobbied for and Puerto Rico passed a new law weakening the territory’s licensing scheme. Firearms regulations have also been undercut by high levels of firearms trafficking and use of illegal guns in the archipelago.

State of Gun Violence
The firearm homicide rate in Puerto Rico was four times higher than that of the 50 states in 2018 (the last year for which data is available).

Trafficking
As in the USVI, the majority of firearms recovered by law enforcement were not originally sold in the archipelago. Most of the guns that come into Puerto Rico do so via mail or commercial airline flights. The states that traffic most firearms into Puerto Rico are the same as the USVI: Florida, Georgia, and Texas.

The American gun violence epidemic continues to rage on, even in places that are too often left out of the conversation. Advocates and courageous legislators must take action to save lives in Puerto Rico and the USVI, both of which suffer from staggeringly high rates of gun violence. Gun violence is not an intractable problem, and the status quo is not acceptable. We know what the solutions are—now it’s time to enact them.